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Legal education in the UK

• Three different legal systems - variations in the system of 
education and training

• Law degree as ‘normal’ entry route to the profession, but
- In England & Wales around 50%+ of law graduates do not proceed to 

vocational training AND about 40% of the profession is non-law 
graduate entry 

• divided legal profession – separate vocational training for 
solicitors and barristers in E&W; Scottish advocates must qualify 
first as solicitors

• followed by ‘apprenticeship’ stage – 2 year training contract 
(solicitors) or 1 year pupillage (barristers in E&W)

• increasingly formalised requirements for continuing education 
after qualification  



Regulatory structure (England and Wales)

• Law degree: ‘light touch’ - professional ‘foundation subjects’ –
Obligations (contract and tort), Property (land and trusts) , 
Criminal Law, Public Law, EU Law. [E&W and NI]

• ‘Benchmarks’ – key knowledge and transferable skills (legal 
research, communication skills, teamwork, IT, numeracy)research, communication skills, teamwork, IT, numeracy)

• Degree curriculum in other respects is not regulated by the 
profession. Quality assurance via internal processes, subject to 
institutional review by (national) Quality Assurance Agency

• Vocational courses: applied legal skills and additional 
knowledge areas – content specified by professional 
(regulatory) bodies, which also undertake quality assurance.



Growth in QLD provision

(Old) Univs Polys/New Univs CF/HEs

1966 23 n/a

1975 30 19 n/a

1981 32 22 2

1996 45 38 3

2010 51 45 2



The undergraduate curriculum

• Design is increasingly varied following modularisation in 1980s -
moved away from old 4+4+4 (or 5+5+5) norm.

• Now QLD = 360 credits (120 credits per year); 180 credits 
minimum for the ‘Foundations’.

• Degrees are still predominantly seen as providing a ‘liberal’ • Degrees are still predominantly seen as providing a ‘liberal’ 
rather than vocational education. This impacts contents and 
approach.

• Attitudes to skills and ‘employability’ agendas are varied, but an 
increasingly wide range of skills are consciously taught; some 
are also assessed!

• A variety of learning and teaching methods have been adopted 
– growing emphasis on ‘active learning’. 



A mixed economy of innovation….

‘Clinical’ approaches-

• Live-client – eg, 

Manchester; Strathclyde

• Simulation – West of 

England; Warwick

Critical/contextual 
approaches- eg

• Kent

• Warwick

• Birkbeck

Problem-based learning-

England; Warwick

•Innocence projects – eg 

Bristol, Cardiff, Leeds

• Northumbria integrated 

degree

• Birkbeck



Higher Education Academy:

organisational relationships

Academy York

Subject Centres

Higher Education

EnvironmentEnvironment



The role of UKCLE

• Founded in 2000

• Hosted by but functionally independent of Warwick 

University

• Developed as part of the recommendations for 

supporting learning and teaching made by the 1997 supporting learning and teaching made by the 1997 

Dearing Report

• Role today increasingly defined as one of ‘quality 

enhancement’ in support of UK (and devolved) 

government priorities

• Challenging future!



UKCLE - main activities

Annual conference and programme of events

Production of newsletters and publications

Maintenance and development of a web-based 

resource bank – www.ukcle.ac.uk

Support for academic networks in legal education   Support for academic networks in legal education   

Project development funds for legal education research

Policy and research activity within the Centre (Centre 

staff; Consultants; Visiting Fellows)



Blended Learning with webcasts and 
transactional learning: GGSL

Webcasts

Tutorials On-line TLE 
Group 
Project 





Transactional learning – ‘SIMPLE’

“active learning based on doing legal 

transactions which require both reflection on transactions which require both reflection on 

learning and collaborative learning.” - Paul 

Maharg, Transforming Legal Education (2007)

See www.simplecommunity.org











Open educational resources

The Simshare project







Conclusions:
Building excellence and innovationBuilding excellence and innovation



Creative curriculum design and more varied 

assessment methodsassessment methods



Learner-centred ‘teaching’Learner-centred ‘teaching’



Transformational learningTransformational learning



UKCLE resources….

• Build a community

• Encourage pedagogic research and development 

(£4M+ over 10 years)

• Enable resource sharing• Enable resource sharing

• Raise the status of teaching?

• Identify quality

• Support innovation




